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INTRODUCTION TO ‘SALES MAGIC’ 
 

THROUGH UTILISING THE POWER OF  
NEURO LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING (NLP) 

 
Why do our customers ask us NOT to work for their competitors? 
 
Before I answer that question I would like you to consider the following: 
 
• In a great number of cases people involved in ‘buying’ products and services still see the 

sales process as an adversarial relationship. 
 

Potential customers often feel they are on the receiving end of a ‘sales’ pitch and have to 
be on guard constantly; afraid of being manipulated into buying something they do not 
want.  Many sales training consultancies still teach sales people the ‘tricks’ to counter this 
hostility by outmaneuvering potential customers with expert ‘sales’ techniques and 
manipulation.   
 
All these techniques are taken straight from ‘text-books’ that are now outdated and 
not suitable for selling in the competitive market places of the 21st century.   
 

• Research confirms that many ‘buyers’ say that all potential provider’s products or services 
look the same.  The only differentiation they can make is through – PRICE.  No wonder 
most of my clients when I first meet them tell me they are in a ‘price sensitive market 
place’.   

 
• However, master sales people have surfaced through having made a 180-degree  
 about-face during the last decade or so.  These expert sales people have begun to 

acknowledge the importance of the potential customer's input to the sales process.   
 
 Terms such as ‘relationship selling’ and ‘conceptual selling’ are now being advocated 

in the business development environment.  In addition, through using different and even 
more powerful skills and techniques sales people are able to create the ‘differentials’ that 
win more sales. 
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Now to answer the question - Why do our clients ask us NOT to work for 
      their competitors? 
 
Answer : Our clients tell us that our coaching gives their sales people a true competitive 

edge in their market place that they would not wish to share with their 
competitors. 

 
How is this achieved? By integrating in our coaching a revolutionary approach to 

human communication and personal development called: 
 
     Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP). 
 
Many sales people have discovered how to use NLP’s simple principles and techniques to 
build stronger business relationships with potential and existing customers, and to establish 
new levels of confidence and ‘differentiation’ that continually achieve higher realms of 
success. 
 
To be really effective, NLP has to be carefully integrated into a sales person’s personal 
selling armoury, NOT introduced as a highly advanced stand-alone subject. 
 
 
 
HOW DOES NLP HELP TO INCREASE YOUR SALES? 
 
What is NLP?  
 
NLP stands for Neuro-Linguistic Programming, a revolutionary approach to human 
communication and personal development.  The basic principle used in the selling 
environment is : 
 

All communication behaviour has a structure.  This structure can be 
identified, learned and changed. 

 
NLP offers state-of-the-art skills in interpersonal communication and practical ways to 
change the way a person thinks and behaves.  Millions of people use its simple principles 
and techniques to build better relationships, establish new levels of confidence, and to 
achieve success in every aspect of their lives. 
 
Your sales people, by applying NLP’s powerful communication techniques, can build far 
greater levels of rapport with the people they are trying to influence and persuade than they 
ever thought possible. 
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To do this : 
 
•  They draw on mental resources they never knew they possessed, and they learn how 
  to discover the unconscious thoughts of the people they meet. 
 
  * This is the ‘Neuro’ part 
 
•  They learn how to use language in very specific ways to help achieve greater levels of 
        rapport and trust with the people they meet. 
 
  * This is the ‘Linguistic’ part 
 
•  They learn how to control their state of mind, and to understand the state of mind of  
  others, then how to align their beliefs and values to bring about the results they are 
  seeking. 
 
  * This is the ‘Programming’ part of NLP. 
 
These new and higher degrees of personal control provide your sales people with extra 
confidence as well as boosting their self-esteem.  It also creates spin-off benefits in personal 
achievement, relationships and longer-term self-development 
 
NLP places more emphasis on ‘doing’ rather than ‘knowing’.  Based on past results your 
sales people will find they are able to see immediate benefits from their new found skills as 
soon as they apply them practically 
 
 
Why is NLP so effective in improving selling skills and techniques? 
 
By adding the principles of NLP to their skill sets your sales people are able to develop far 
greater levels of TRUST with their potential clients and customers. 
 
Extensive studies show that the difference between being a really successful sales person, 
and one of average performance, is the level that TRUST is developed between the seller 
and the buyer. 
 

PEOPLE BUY 'TRUST' FIRST - PRODUCTS & SERVICES SECOND 
 
Research has demonstrated that selling to people the way they want to buy is the single 
most important element of every master seller’s repertoire. 
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No matter what a salesperson’s style, service, or product, no matter whether the price or fee 
is large or small, master sales people, using the powers of NLP, seem to have an uncanny 
ability to size up their prospective clients or customers more accurately.   
 
Your master sales people will be able to identify behavioral cues that reveal how their 
prospective purchasers make buying decisions.  In short, they will be able to read the 
unconscious thoughts of the people they sell to.  They will know them almost as well as they 
know themselves. 
 
Higher levels of TRUST create the ‘edge’ 
 
A few years ago, in an article he had written for the Harvard Business Review, best-selling 
author Harvey Mackay wrote that at his company, Mackay Envelope, sales people had to 
have a sixty-six-point dossier on each prospective customer.   
 
"The point here is that people don't truly care how much you know until they know 
how much you care."  
      wrote Mr. Mackay. 
 
No matter how good your product is, how articulate your sales people are, or how good a 
deal you are offering, if they forget that there is a human being on the other side of the desk, 
they will be losing the point of what selling is all about. 
 
Research shows that it is not so much what or how much you know about your customer that 
is important, but the TRUST you gain from showing them that you are thinking from their 
point of view. 
 

People buy trust first, products second 
 
Trust can overcome a higher price or even indifferent servicing of your product.  If potential 
customers sense that you are with them and not trying to manipulate them, they will be more 
willing to listen, to learn what your product or service can do for them.  Trust is what will keep 
them interested and what will get them to spend their money. 
 
 

Your sales people will be more effective when they discover 
their ‘Sales Magic’ 

 
If a high level of trust is developed by your the sales people, potential customers will be more 
receptive to suggestions.  They will give more time to your sales people, and view the sales 
process as a ‘joint venture’.  They are also more likely to open up and divulge matters they 
would not usually discuss.  They will more freely discuss needs and buying habits, and will 
be happy to inform your sales people about future plans.  If the risk is high and the monetary 
value of a potential agreement considerable, trust is even more crucial to a sale. 
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Most people believe the ability to build a business relationship is something a sales person 
either has or has not.  This could not be further from the truth.  To achieve these very 
high levels of TRUST, your sales people have to understand a great deal more than just  
text-book selling skills and the ‘tricks’ of the selling environment.  They have to begin to 
understand very different principles. 
 
We all have different ideas of reality - ways in which people perceive the 
world - and we usually only really trust people who look at the world the 

way we do. 
 
Your sales people learn how selling is all about people selling to people, not about people 
selling products and services to companies.  Through using the principles of NLP your sales 
people learn how to be detectives of human thoughts and behaviours.  They consider how a 
person’s subconscious mind works and reacts, and how they are able to manipulate this 
unconscious state without being seen to ‘pressurise’ in any way.   
 
They also learn how the different perceptions each person has will affect their buying 
decisions, and how to work with their 'buyer's' perceptions, not their own. 
 
Your sales people learn how to really understand human behaviour, and how each 
individual's different mode of thinking affects their decision to buy.   They are able to discover 
what their potential customers really mean when they talk with them, and how the new levels 
of information can be used to persuade more effectively. 
 
They discover ways in which trust is developed even further by products and services 
being presented in a manner that matches the behaviour of the person being 
communicated with. 
 
Our experience shows that by integrating the principles of NLP and creative selling skills, this 
approach will help your sales people improve their verbal and physical techniques to a point 
where they are able to reinforce the trust they have gained to an even deeper and more 
subtle level. 
 
Through learning how to pace a sales process, and make use of the knowledge gained about 
their buyer's behaviour, your sales people are able to guide their potential client into making 
decisions they perhaps would have otherwise been afraid to make. 
 
 

Allow us to help your sales people discover their ‘Sales Magic’, and the 
magic of NLP, which in turn will provide your organization with even 

greater levels of new business. 
 

 


